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ObjectDock is a different dock that offers more features than standard dock apps. For example, if you have installed several applications on your computer and you want to launch the one that you like best, ObjectDock will help you do that. You can select and launch applications, files or shortcuts by tapping on it with the mouse. The docked
application can be found in the dock and you can also set a hotkey to toggle the application. Also, you can drag and drop files or shortcuts directly from the desktop to the application dock and vice versa. ObjectDock is a taskbar replacement. You can add several applications to the dock, organize them, and you can move them to other positions
or remove them from the dock. When you launch a new application, you can either choose to use the last one that you ran or you can choose to create a new instance of it. In addition to applications, the ObjectDock dock can also manage the files and shortcuts that you have on the computer. You can add them to the dock, sort them and you can

drag and drop them directly to another application. Also, when you save a file, you can choose to choose to launch an application or to directly save it in the applications’ data. ObjectDock can be set as the default dock for the desktop, can show some application and user interface elements or it can be hidden and only show a small icon in the
taskbar or system tray. It has the potential to be an alternative dock for Windows. ObjectDock 4.1 is an improved version of ObjectDock 4.0 that offers more features, such as the ability to set hotkeys for applications, hide the dock, or support more desktop gadgets. This app is a free download for Windows, and it has been tested on all

Windows operating systems. User Guide File and Folder Management ObjectDock provides all the necessary features to organize the files and shortcuts that you have on your computer, such as adding them to the dock or sorting them and renaming them. You can drag and drop files and shortcuts to other applications and vice versa. Also, if you
want to save a file you can choose to automatically open it with an application, or you can directly save it in the application’s data. Besides adding files and shortcuts to the dock and sorting them, ObjectDock also includes a special folder feature. You can add this feature to the desktop and
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